Your time is precious, especially during the exam period. Turnitin users tell us that they spent 38% less time grading using Feedback Studio. Here’s how they did it.

1. **Without Turnitin**
   - **Step 1**: Read document to detect any unoriginal content.
   - **Step 2**: Copy and paste suspected content into search engine.
   - **Step 3**: Look at multiple sources to locate unoriginal content.
   - **Step 4**: Assess level of unoriginal content and provide evidence of this to student.

2. **Using Turnitin**
   - **Step 1**: Document automatically checked for unoriginal content, sources matched, and evidence provided.
   - **Step 2**: Document automatically checked for grammatical and spelling errors.
   - **Step 3**: Grade document using previously uploaded rubrics and automatically sent to LMS if necessary.
   - **Step 4**: Provide feedback directly on document using bespoke comments, pre-saved Quickmarks, and voice commentary.
   - **Step 5**: Student receives instant personalized feedback at a convenient time.

Try the Demo today